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Outline 
• Who are the surgical candidates? [how do kids differ from adults?] 
• How has the role of epilepsy neuropsychologists evolved? 
• What do we know about cognitive & behavioral outcomes? [what 

don’t we know] 
• How do we use evidence based clinical approaches? [nuts & bolts] 
• What are some advances in functional mapping? [value added] 
• How can you apply a multimodal approach? [case example] 

 
 



WHO ARE THE SURGICAL 
CANDIDATES? [HOW DO KIDS 
DIFFER FROM ADULTS?] 
 



Epilepsy surgery patients 

• 50 million people worldwide (WHO) 
• 3 million cases in US 
• 200,000 new cases annually 
• Highest incidence by age  

– At the extremes of the spectrum (under age 5 and 
over 70) 

– **30% may have drug-resistant epilepsy** 
 

Theodore, Spencer, Wiebe, et al (2006); Kwan & Brodie, 2000 



ILAE Classification System 

Westerveld, 2012 



ILAE Classification System 



ILAE Classification of Epilepsies and 
Electroclinical Syndromes Arranged by 

Age of Onset 
 

Neonatal 
Period 

Benign neonatal seizures 
Benign familial neonatal epilepsy 
Ohtahara syndrome 
Early Myoclonic Encephalopathy 

Infancy 

Febrile seizures 
Benign Infantile epilepsy 
Benign Familial infantile epilepsy 
West Syndrome 
Dravet Syndrome 
Myoclonic epilepsy of Infancy 
Myoclonic Encephalopathy in non progressive 
disorders 
Epilepsy of infancy with migrating focal seizures 



Childhood 

Febrile seizures, Febrile seizures plus  
Early onset childhood occipital epilepsy   
Epilepsy with myoclonic atonic seizures (formerly 
“astatic” seizures)  
Childhood Absence epilepsy (CAE) 
 
Benign epilepsy with Centrotemporal Spikes  
Late onset childhood occipital epilepsy  
Autosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy 
(ADNFLE)  
Epilepsy with myoclonic absences  
Lennox Gastaut syndrome  
Epileptic encephalopathy with continuous spike and 
wave during sleep (CSWS; also referred to as Electrical 
Status Epilepticus during Slow Sleep (ESES)  
Landau Kleffner Syndrome 



Adolescence / 
Adult 

Juvenile Absence epilepsy 
Juvenile Myoclonic epilepsy (JME) 
Epilepsy with generalized tonic-clonic seizures alone 
Autosomal dominant epilepsy with auditory features 
(ADEAF) 
Other familial temporal lobe epilepsies 

Variable at 
Age of Onset 

Familial focal epilepsy with variable foci 
Progressive myoclonus epilepsies 
Reflex epilepsy 

Distinctive 
Constellations 
/ Surgical 
Syndromes 

Mesial Temporal Lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis 
Rasmussen syndrome 
Gelastic seizures with hypothalamic hamartoma 
Hemiconvulsive-hemiplegic epilepsy 

Nonsyndromic 
Epilepsies 

Epilepsy attributed 
to structural 
metabolic causes 

Malformations of cortical 
development 
Neurocutaneous syndromes 
(Tuberous Sclerosis Complex, 
Sturge-Weber) 
Tumor, infection, trauma, vascular, 
antenatal/perinatal insults, etc. 

Epilepsies of unknown cause 



Pathological Substrate in Adults 

 
 
 
 

• Mesial TL structures 
– Amygdala 
– Hippocampus  
– Entorhinal cortex 

 
 



Pathological Substrate in Children 

•  MCD/low grade tumors 
– 90% <3yo 
– 70% of school age  
– 57% of adolescents 

Wylie, Comair, Kotagal et al (1998) 



Treatment Options 

• Opinions regarding surgery in children are 
evolving 
– More syndromes considered for surgery 
– Seizures previously thought to be unlocalizable (post-

callosotomy localization) 
• Palliative surgery is more common 
 

 



Developmental model is key 

• Brain 
• Context 
• Development 



Factors associated with outcomes 

 

Van Schooneveld & Braun (2013) Brain & Development 



HOW HAS THE ROLE OF 
EPILEPSY 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGISTS 
EVOLVED? 





Dr. Ward Halstead 



http://youtu.be/ZMLzP1VCANo 



Neuropsychology’s Role in Surgical 
Planning 

 

(Moser et al.,2000; Loring et al, 1993; Kneebone et al., 1997; Kim et al., 2004;  
Ogden Epker & Cullum, 2001; (Salinas & Westerveld, unpublished) 



Pediatric Epilepsy Neuropsychology 
• Always have been/will be role in patient selection 
• Early role was to assist with functional localization, add to concordance 
• As technology improved, role evolved to predicting risk of cognitive morbidity  

– Also validating new technologies 
• As pediatric surgery options increase, role of NP is once again taking center stage 

– Understanding development and plasticity 
– Assessing outcomes 
– Academic and behavior concerns 
– Early studies focused on global outcome; more recent studies (e.g., Smith and colleagues at 

Hospital for Sick Children; Sherman and colleagues) 
 



WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT  
COGNITIVE & BEHAVIORAL 
OUTCOMES? [WHAT DON’T WE 
KNOW] 



IQ Outcomes 
• Most likely outcome = No IQ change 
• Younger age was predictor of  

 
• Bozeman consortium follow up study (~1 yr) 

– 82 TL patients (43L/39R) 
– Significant improvements (> 2 SEM) noted in 9% of children  
– Significant declines (>2 SEM) noted in 10% of children 
– 82% had no change in VIQ; 82% had no change in PIQ 
 

Westerveld et al (2000). Neurosurgery  



Long Term IQ Outcomes 

  
 

– 42 patients who underwent TL followed 9 years after surgery 
– Group statistics show significant changes at 6-8 year and longer follow-up 

• 41% had increases of >10 FSIQ points compared with 10% of 
controls 

• Only 1 patient had decline of >10 FSIQ points 
• PIQ improved in both Left and Right TL groups 
• VIQ improved only in Left TL group 

 
 

Skirro, Cross, Cormack et al (2011). Neurology  



Verbal Memory Outcomes 
• Risk in children is not as consistent and compelling as in adults 

 
 

44 children (18 RTL/ 17 LTL/ 9 Extra-temporal) 
-14-20 month f/u duration 
-No lateralizing differences at baseline for verbal memory 
-No significant declines observed in verbal memory following 
LTL, despite normal baseline performance 

 
 
 

Mabbott & Smith (2003). Neuropsychologia 



Visual Memory Outcomes 
• Dependent on type of memory & surgery 

 
-Design reproduction showed no significant RTL-LTL baseline differences 
-No significant change in design recall after surgery 
-Face recognition deficits were noted preoperatively for RTL, but not LTL 
-At post-op, RTL showed significantly lower performance 
-Extra-Temporal lesions were not associated with baseline memory deficits or 
declines 

 
 
 



Language outcomes 

• Children who undergo TL vulnerable to 
naming deficits 

• Younger age & congenital syndrome 
associated with  

Vega et al (2015). Epilepsy & Behavior; Boshuisen et al (2010). Neurology  



Executive Functioning Outcomes 
• Intractability associated with        IQ         EF 

 
80 surgical candidates, average FSIQ=72, mean age 11 years  

 • 68%  of sample had at least 1 sig. elevation on the BRIEF   
• More frequent clinical elevations were found among children with  

ID 
*Inhibit and Monitor scales were more likely to be elevated 

  
*Least elevated clinical scale was Organization of Materials  

 

       I        E

Slick, Lautzenhizer, Sherman, & Eyrl (2006). Child Neuropsychology  



Behavioral Outcomes 

• Psychiatric diagnoses more common  
• When present before surgery, disruptive behavior 

and developmental disorders tend to persist 
• Affect/Mood disturbance closely related to 

seizure status and outcome 
• Dependent on surgery type 

McClellan et al (2005). Dev Med & Child Neurology; Micallef et al., (2010). Epilepsia;  
Ettinger et al; Epilepsia; Salinas & Klein (2015).  



Academic skills may be slower to recover 

Academic Skills 

 Reading 
decoding 92.2 (17.2) 90.7 (14.9) 29 86.1 (18.5) 84.5 (18.8) 20 

 Reading 
comprehensi
on 

90.6 (19.3) 88.4 (15.4) 26 91.2 (18.8) 89.1 (16.2) 19 

 Spelling 91.5 (15.8) 88.7 (15.3) 29 86.1 (18.5) 84.1 (18.3) 20 

 Arithmetic 83.3 (15.3) 78.2 (16.8) 29 79.8 (22.0) 77.3 (19.2) 20 

Surgical Nonsurgical 

Measure Time 1 Time 2 n Time 1 Time 2 n 

Smith, Elliot, Lach, 2004 Epilepsia 



Quality of Life Outcomes 

 
– Improvements in social function observed for surgery patients at 2 yrs, declines for 

non-surgical controls 
 
– Retrospective study of young adults who had surgery in childhood 

• 3 groups: seizure free post-op; post-op seizures in last 12 months; 
non-surgical control 

• Seizure free group had significantly better 
outcome (employment, community involvement) 

• No more likely to be involved in relationship 
 

 
Smith et al (2008).    Lach et al (2010).   



Cognitive Comorbidity & QoL 
• Parent reported executive dysfunction is significant predictor of 

poor QoL 
•   BRIEF elevations: 2x risk of     QoL 
• Significant difference in QOL between those with 

(M=64.87,SD=15.64) & without (M=47.53, SD=13.42) EF 
impairments; t(32)=3.47, p=.002.   

• BRIEF scores provided a statistically significant prediction of the 
Overall QOLCE scores, F(8, 42) = 6.830, p = .000, R2 = .565, adj. R2 

=.483.  
 
 

 

 B
Si

    Q

Sherman, Slick & Eyrl (2006). Epilepsia; Love, Webbe, Kim, Lee, & Salinas (2015).   



Hemispherectomy Outcomes 

Hemispheric syndromes (Rasmussen’s, 
hemimegancephaly, Sturge-Weber, infantile hemiplegia) 
more likely to include study of language 
–Worse outcome associated with progressive disorders 
(e.g., Rasmussen’s) and contralateral MRI findings 
–Contralateral EEG findings not necessarily associated 
with worse cognitive/language outcome 

 



NPE data predicts seizure outcome 

• IQ disparities in left language dominant 
children predict sz freedom  

Blackburn, Lee, Westerveld, et al (2007). Journal?  



NPE data predicts seizure outcome 



State of Pediatric Outcomes 
• Evidence is lacking! 

– Most studied population is temporal lobectomy, which is least common in children 

• Strongest evidence for early surgery is in QoL domain 
• Particular focus on domains such as attention/executive function & 

language is needed 
• Adaptive functioning and contextual/familial factors are underemphasized  
• Little to no emphasis on early assessment (preschool) to help understand 

long-term outcomes of very early intervention 
• Minimal information on epileptic encephalopathies or related syndromes 
• Small numbers at any given center make studies of outcome difficult 



HOW DO WE USE EVIDENCE 
BASED CLINICAL APPROACHES? 
[NUTS & BOLTS] 
 



Epilepsy Neuropsychology Tools 
• History & Observations 
• Pre- & post-operative assessment 
• Multi-factorial approach 

– Age 
– Developmental/cognitive level 
– Referral 
– Role of family/ecological demands 

• Interpretative analysis 
• Specialty procedures  

 



Review of NINDS CDEs  

 



Evaluating the CDEs 
Pros 
• Evidence to support utility 
• Useful for pooling data  
• Easily accessible, with many 

in public domain 

Cons 
• Test limitations (QOLCE) 
• Limited breadth and depth 

of assessment 
• Does not address areas of 

concern to many 
parents/families  





Post-operative assessment 

• Acute and long term approaches 
• Typical follow up period based on evidence 

– Is there one? Should there be one? 
• Goals/purpose 

– RCI  
– Return to baseline is not sufficient 



WHAT ARE SOME ADVANCES IN 
FUNCTIONAL MAPPING? 
[VALUE ADDED] 
 



 
 
 

BDE 
 
“casket” 

 
 
 

DE 
 

Functional mapping tools 



 
 
 



Epilepsy: a window into language 
(re)organization 

• Atypical language more common    
• Language may be “pushed” to homologous areas contralaterally or 

shift within hemisphere; additional areas may be recruited 
• Naming functions may reorganize anteriorly in left frontal lobe 

while phonemic decoding and comprehension may migrate more 
posteriorly and superiorly 

• Visuospatial deficits may be observed (“Crowding Hypothesis”) 
 
 

Woermann (2006). Epilepsia; Berl et al 2015  



Epilepsy: understanding memory 
functions 

• Functional adequacy 
• Functional reserve  



Overview of Wada procedure 

• Unilateral anesthetization provides reversible model of 
surgical morbidity 

• Stimuli presented during period of maximal 
hemispheric anesthetization 
– Assessment of expressive and receptive language, memory 

• Vast literature supporting validity as predictor of 
surgical outcome 



Wada predicts seizure outcome 

• Memory asymmetry predicts sz laterality & sz freedom 
• Memory asymmetry predicted seizure laterality in both TL and 

extra-temporal lobe seizures, but less accurately than with adults 
 
• Memory asymmetries that were consistent with seizure laterality 

were significantly related to seizure freedom 
 
• Patients with no memory asymmetry or asymmetry disparate from 

side of surgery had less favorable seizure outcome 

 
Lee et al (2002).  Lee et al (2003).   



Wada predicts cognitive outcome 

• Memory asymmetry predicts   verbal memory 
 132 children from 3 centers underwent surgery 
– 70% showed memory asymmetry in the expected direction  

● Group statistics showed significant improvement in verbal memory 
for patients with Wada asymmetry 

● Individual statistics showed majority 72/93 (77%) had improved 
verbal memory after surgery 

 
– 30% had no asymmetry or reversed asymmetry 

● This group had significant decline in verbal memory
● 31/39 (80%) individuals showed decline 

 

Lee, Westerveld, Blackburn, Park, & Loring (2005).    



Electrocortical Stimulation Mapping 
• Leave subdural electrodes in place during periooperative periods to determine epileptogenic 

zone and language or sensorimotor mapping can take place during this time. 
 

• Method: Biphasic pulses of current on two adjacent contacts; stimulation may begin at 3-4mA with a train 
duration of 3-5 seconds. The stimulation intensity is increased until a physiological response is seen 
(speech arrest, motor or sensory response), AD is observed or seizure occurs 

– Stimulation directly interferes with language 
– Identifies areas that are critical to language vs. highlighting active areas that are part of a language 

network but not necessarily essential 
– Cons 

• Can only record activity in the gyri and not in the depth of sulci; only restrictive parts of the 
brain is exposed.  

• May provoke seizures 
• More difficult to conduct in children vs. adults 

 



ESM Logistics/Setting 
• Team waits for patient to have enough seizures first to determine epileptogenic zone 
• When epilepsy focus has been identified, neuropsychologist is asked to do mapping by 

epileptologist (dependent  
• Dilantin dosing is usually administered first 
• Nurse is asked to have additional medication on hand in case of seizure (Valium/Diastat) 

– IV administration 
• Neuropsychologist explains rationale and procedure to patient and family 
• Neuropsychologist usually works individually with patient and EEG tech  
• Baseline testing is conducted first to ensure accuracy and reliability of patient responses 



ESM stimuli 

• Visual naming 
• Auditory responsive naming 
• Sentence repetition 
• Recitation tasks (alphabet, counting) 



Auditory Naming 

 
• Round toy that bounces 
• Person that flies planes 
• A tall animal with a long neck 
  

 



Repetition 

• Limes are sour   
• Santa’s Short Suit Shrunk  
• Awful Arthur’s Oyster Bar 

 





ESM results 
ESM has shown intrahemispheric reorganization 

-Anterior reorganization of expressive language in left frontal lobe 
 
Less effective results with children less than 10 has been reported (19%) 
 
Testing auditory rather than visual naming may be more appropriate for 
patients undergoing standard ATL resection 

-AN sites located more anterior 

 Hamberger et al (2003). Kadis et al (2007); Shevon et al (2007)  
 



ESM and outcomes 

• Patients who undergo SLAH may still present with 
deficits 

• Resection of identified language areas may not 
lead to persistent deficits* 

• Resection of ESM+ sites associated with naming 
decline 

 Luders et al (1991) Journal?   Hamberger (2001) Journal? 
 



fMRI: Overview 

• Indirectly measures neural activity in the brain by 
imaging the change in blood flow (hemodynamic 
response) related to energy use by brain cells 
– uses change in magnetization between oxygen-rich 

and oxygen-poor blood as its basic measure (BOLD 
signal).  

 



fMRI paradigms 
Verb generation seems to be reliable in determining hemispheric dominance 
 
 
Tasks capturing wider network is optimal but ADT may be more helpful for 
surgical planning 

 
 
Story listening with backward speech and/or modulated tone leads to 
stronger activation in dorsal plane and HG activations than with noise; and 
more specific than silence  
 
fMRI concordance with Wada ranges from 70-91%; up to 14% discordance 
with atypical cases 

 
Binder et al (2000) Cortex Szaflarski et al (2009) Neurology; Upadhvav et al (2008) J 
Neuroscience 



[ ] Language – Verb Generation (5:12) 5 cycles (12s fixation followed by 30s blocks) 
Active (30 s): Think of “action” words in response to presentation of nouns 
Control (30s): Finger tapping bilaterally like “playing a piano” or “typing on keyboard”/#### 

 
[ ] Language-Auditory Description Test (5:12) 5 cycles (12s fixation followed by 30s blocks) 
             Active: True Description (“apple is a fruit”) = Yes/Left         False description (“apple is for writing”)= No/Right 
              Control: Backwards Speech Followed by Beep= Yes/Left      Backwards Speech with no Beep =Right/No 
 
[ ] Language Reading (5:12) 5 cycles (12s fixation followed by 30s blocks) 
             Active: Reading  Control: White/Black Box 
 

  
[ ] Language – Story Listening (5:12)   5 cycles (12s fixation followed by 30s blocks) 

Active (30s): Listening and understanding stories 
Control (30s): Listening to a modulated sound similar to the “wind” 

[ ] Language-Auditory Category (5:12)  5 cycles (12s fixation followed by 30s blocks) 
Active: Word Matches Category (Animals, Food, People, Things in Nature) = Yes/Left    Word doesn’t match category= 
No/Right 
Control: Backwards Speech Followed by Beep= Yes/Left      Backwards Speech with no Beep =Right/No 

[ ] Language - Semantic Decision (5:12 or 7:12 depending on task chosen-1 or 2)   
Active: Animal Has 4 Legs = Yes/Left         Animal does not have 4 legs= No/Right 
Control: Two Consecutive High Pitch Sounds in Sequence= Yes/Left        No=Right 





I 

Salinas, Chen, Korostenskaja, et al 2014 



fMRI-ESM concordance 
fMRI-VG & Story 
LIFG activation in RH; BIFG or RIFG activation in LH 
 
A total of 349 contacts were stimulated across patients; 117 produced a positive response.  
 
43/117 positive contacts were located within an active fMRI cluster 
 
 Among the 232 negative contacts, 41 were located within an active fMRI cluster and 191 were not.  
 
The overall sensitivity of language fMRI was .36 and the specificity was .82.  
 
The false positive rate (+fMRI activation; - ESM finding) was .17, and the false negative rate was .63. 

 



fMRI and outcomes 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
• -In LTLE,    LMFG activation      naming  (100% 

sensitivity) 
 

• -Contralateral reorganization to RMFG      naming 
 

• -Activation in posterior remnant of L hippocampus 
 

• -Ipsilateral reorganization to LMFG    naming 
 



fMRI under sedation 

Bernal, Grossman, Gonzalez, Altman (2012). Clin Med Research 



MEG: overview 
 
• predictions based on the activation/connectivity of Wernicke’s area have 

high level of concordance with Wada  
• local patterns of activation associated with cognitive operations that are 

critical for word comprehension (i.e., phonological and semantic 
processing).  

• functional specialization is probably based in the existence of “two 
segments” of the Arcuate Fasciculus supporting phonological and lexico-
semantic processing 
 

Papanicolaou et al. (2004); Glasser and Rilling, (2008). 



MEG-DTI 
• tested the existence of specialized cortical regions and tracts within WA 

supporting specific word comprehension subprocesses (i.e., phonological 
vs semantic processing)  

• Activity maps associated with word and pseudoword auditory processing 
were derived for the late components of the evoked magnetic fields (~180 
to 800 msecs)  

• Active areas were used as a seed for MEG guided tractography analysis 
• Regional patterns of activation of STG and MTG were derived for word and 

pseudoword processing 



 







Emerging Technique: ECoG mapping 
ECoG signal changes in the high gamma band (> 70 Hz) may be most valuable for assessing the task-
related activity 
 
Highly congruent results w/ ESM for hand motor cortex mapping (3.19 % false positives and 1.12% false 
negatives) 
 
Spontaneous recording during typical behaviors (e.g., conversation) showed good consistent with ESM 
 
Average sensitivity of ECoG was 0.62, while the average specificity was 0.75 in review of papers 
comparing to ESM 
 
100% concordance for both sensitivity and specificity was observed compared to intra-op ESM for 
tumor cases 

 

Korostenskaja M, Chen PC, Salinas CM, et al., 2014; Cho-Hisamoto, Kojima; Brunner et al. 2009;  
Arya, Wilson, et al 2015;  





RTFM-ESM-fMRI concordance 
• RTFM is 25% sensitive and 91% specific in determining language-specific cortex 

compared to ESM 
•  RTFM showed similar sensitivity and specificity of detecting eloquent language 

cortex (29% sensitivity and 92% specificity) when compared to fMRI  
 

Predicting Language Outcomes 
 Equal predictive value of ESM and RTFM for overall language function 
 Higher ESM predictive value for expressive language (ESM/RTFM 50%/25%) 
 Higher RTFM predictive value for receptive language (ESM/RTFM 40%/60%). 

Korostenskaja M, Chen PC, Salinas CM, et al., 2014 



Functional Mapping Summary 
–Atypical lateralization is common in epilepsy 
 
–fMRI is useful for guidance of electrode placement 
 
–fMRI predicts language outcomes in adults  
 
–Contralateral reorganization is not always effective 
 
–ESM is generally safe and effective; predicts expressive decline 
 
–ESM results may be task dependent 

 
–RTFM is an emerging technique with clinical promise; may be more effective in reducing 

risk for receptive decline 

 



Identifying Patients for Functional Studies 

• Wada? 
• ESM? 
• fMRI? 
 



Patient Scenario #1: Wada 
• 14 year old, right handed adolescent woman 
• Seizure onset, age 9; initially thought to be panic 

attacks/anxiety so no imaging done until age 12 after 
“anxiety” did not resolve with multiple treatment efforts 

• NP evaluation showed: 
– VCI=102; PRI=94 
– Verbal and nonverbal memory both WNL 
– Mild deficit in confrontation naming, otherwise normal NP 



MRI 



Patient Scenario #2: Wada 
• 15 year old left handed female with one year history of 

seizures 
– Staring off, unresponsive, and incoherent speech 

• NP Exam showed normal function 
– VCI=118; PRI=133 
– Normal verbal and nonverbal memory 
– All other cognitive function intact at above average to 

superior level 
 



MRI 



Patient Scenario #1: Decision 

• Rationale 
• Outcome 



Patient Scenario #2: Decision 

• Rationale  
• Outcome 



Epilepsy Surgery Case Example 



Epilepsy Surgery Evaluation/Treatment 

 



Background History 
15 year-old girl with seizure onset at 9 yrs old 
 
Birth/Developmental History: wnl except for social functions 
Educational History: B’s and C’s; retained in 3rd grade 
 
Two seizure types 
–Staring and humming lasting less than a min: x1 seizure/week 
–Facial twitching, then generalized convulsive seizure 
•Tried multiple AEDs, last on lamictal and vimpat 

 



NPE 

• L left fronto temporal pattern; ASD 



Ictal EEG  

• Left parasagittal onset: medial parietal or 
posterior frontal with spread to the left 
temporal region noted 

 



interictal spikes 

 



MRI 

 



FDG-PET 





MEG 

 



Hypothesis & Plan 

•Left hemisphere onset focal epilepsy 
•Dual pathology 
•Subdural grid coverage over the left hemisphere: left frontal lesion 
and the temporal lobe 
 
fMRI+Wada  
ESM 

 



Lesion (red blob) 
MEG motor (green dot) 

fMRI motor (blue blob) 



MEG receptive language (cyan dots) 

MEG spike (red dots) 



Wada 

• L language dominant 
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The brain is a world consisting of 
unexplored continents and great 

stretches of unknown territory 

Santiago Ramon y Cajal 





Questions/Discussion 

 


